Courses taken by Calvin students at Karoli Gaspar, Fall Semester 2012

Topics in Irish Literature (BAN 4307)
Introduction to Linguistics (BAN 1111)
Hungarian Language and Culture (ERP 4007)
Hungarian History, Literature, and Culture (BT AN 3232, EBA 1322, ERP 3232)
Sigmund Freud Debates C. S. Lewis: Sexuality, Suffering, and the Meaning of Life (BPS 2608)
Responses to the Holocaust in American Literature (BAN 3341)
Demonology (ÉRTÉ173)
Sigmund Freud Debates C. S. Lewis: Sexuality, Suffering, and the Meaning of Life (BAN 2608)
Christian Character (ERTE 092&RSVS092)

Courses taken by Calvin students at Karoli Gaspar, Fall Semester 2011

Irish Literature
Group Dynamics
Foundations in Theology
The Bible and Literature
Communication in the Family
Topics in American Literature
The History of Christianity in Britain and North America
Early British Literature
Ancient Christian Anthropology
Foundations of Christian Faith and Formation

Courses taken by Calvin students at Karoli Gaspar, Fall Semester 2010

Psychology and Gender
Shakespeare in Book and Film
American Society through Film
Christian Character
Christian Faith and Formation
Canadian Society
Poetry
Anthropology in Ancient Christianity
Holocaust in American Literature
Linguistics

Fall Semester 2011, students took the following courses at Corvinus University of Budapest:
The New Eastern European Underclass
Personality Types and Team Dynamics
Films and History,
History of Modern Europe

Fall Semester 2010, students took the following courses at Corvinus University of Budapest:
The New East-European Underclass
Transition and Post-Transition Challenges
Electronic Commerce
Personality Types and Team Dynamics
Social Change in the Era of Globalization
Film and History
Marketing
Courses available to Calvin Students at Corvinus University of Budapest, Fall Semester 2012:

- COM 220  Computing
- ECO 131  Microeconomics
- HIS 186  History of Civilizations
- ACC 191  Elements of Accounting
- BUS 276  Business Economics
- ECO 238  International Economics
- ACC 314  Managerial Accounting
- (BUS 689) --> BUSK489  Business Communication
- MAN 481  Organizational Behavior
- MAN 488  International Business
- ART 497 - CIEE  19th and 20th Century Hungarian Art
- ART 498 - CIEE  Contemporary Cultural Trends in Central Europe
- BUS 443  Practice of International Trade
- BUSV489  Electronic Commerce
- (BUS 599) --> BUS 499  Corporate Social Responsibility
- BUS 627  Business Valuation
- BUS 780  Strategic Management
- COM 450  Network Security
- COM 485  Web Development
- COM 512  Managing ERP with SAP R/3
- ECO 395  Economics and the European Union
- ECO 415  Transition and Post Transition Challenges in Hungary
- ECO 536  Market and Democracy
- FIN 351  Corporate Finance
- FIN 651  Corporate Financing Policy
- FIN 754  Multinational Financial Management
- HIS 352  Films and History
- HIS 368  Communism in East-Central Europe
- HIS 445  History of Modern Europe
- HIS 464 - CIEE  History of Hungary and Central Europe: From West to East and Back
- HIS 476 - CIEE  Nations in the Crossroads of History: Contemporary Central and Eastern Europe
- (IEC 583) --> IEC 483  Tourism Management and Marketing
- LAW 465  International Business Law
- LAW 515  European Union Law
- LNG 105  Hungarian for Beginners I.
- LNG 107 - CIEE  Hungarian Language
- MAN 479  Environmental Management
- (MAN 585) --> MAN 485  Human Resources Management
- MAN 643  An Overview of Non-Profit Management
- MAN 686  Comparative, Cross-Cultural Management
- MAN 771  Change Management
- MAR 370  Marketing
- MAR 524  Consumer Behavior
- MAR 557  Brand Management
- OPR 516  Decision Methods
- OPR 518  Project Management
- PAD 362  Regional Geography and Economy of the European Countries
- POL 301  International Debate
- POL 377  International Relations 1945 to Present
POL 386 European Union Politics
POL 430 - CIEE Hungary, European Integration and European Security
POL 469 - CIEE Political Problems of Transition in Eastern Europe
PSY 311 Personality Types and Team Dynamics
SOC 448 - CIEE Ethnicity and Rural Society in Historic Hungary
(SOC 550) --> SOC 450 The New East-European Underclass
(SOC 656) --> SOC 456 Social Change in the Era of Globalization
SOC 475 Global Politics, Economy and Culture
2VE81NVMMEG Managing the Multinational Enterprise
2VL60NVGSCG Global Strategy and Competetiveness
432_4320VTE International Marketing
CULCO_VTMAR Cross Cultural Communication and Marketing
FUTST_VTJOV Business Futures Studies
TOUWO_VTSZOTourism and World Economy